The town of Quince Mil is uniquely situated at an ecological divide: at the base of the mystic Andean mountains and the beginning of the Amazon rain forest. With a secluded, family lodge as our base, we will venture out into the neighboring rivers and tributaries in search of local yatorana and dorado species.

Just hours from the city of Cusco, you’ll experience much more than the archaeological riches of the Inca empire! Fishing conditions may change throughout the season. Peru Anglers will advise as to the best options available at the time of confirming your reservation.
“Having a fishing rod in your hand is just an excuse to explore the hidden depths and reveal mysteries that once existed in dreams.”

Fennel Hudson

ITINERARY:

DAY 1: Depart from your accommodations at 7:00 AM. 5-hours drive to the lodge, in the town of Quince Mil. Fishing along the way for rainbow trout in mountain streams and box lunch. Arrive to lodge around 3 PM to rest or fish in nearby pools for species like yatoranas and salminus affinis, relative of the famous dorado. Dinner and evening spent in the lodge.

DAY 2: Breakfast at lodge and depart for the Araza River. Full day rafting and fishing the main Araza River and its tributaries. Return for dinner and evening spent in the lodge.

DAY 3: Breakfast at lodge and early fishing in nearby pools. Begin return trip to Cusco, fishing along the way for rainbow trout in mountain streams and box lunch. Drop-off at your accommodations.

*It is possible to modify this trip itinerary to include an extra day of fishing or camping on the river. Please inquire at the time of booking.
INCLUDED IN PROGRAM:

- Transport
- 2 nights lodging in Quince Mil lodge
- All food from Day 1 lunch to Day 3 lunch
- Professional fly fishing guides

NOT INCLUDED IN PROGRAM:

- Airline tickets
- Fishing equipment
PACKING LIST
It is best to always have your body fully covered, for protection from mosquitoes, sun and heat. We recommend quick-dry, long-sleeved clothing, hat, Buff, sandals (or Crocs for use when fishing in the canoe), rain jacket, bug repellant, sunscreen, and sunglasses.

EQUIPMENT:
We recommend 7-8 rods with floating or intermediate lines for tropical weather, large streamers, 30 pound leaders and 30 pound wire tippet.

Fishing conditions may change throughout the season. Peru Anglers will advise as to the best options available at the time of confirming your reservation.